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INTRODUCTIO 
Perhaps the most important characteristic of China's ad-
ministrative philosophy has been its persistent emphasis on care-
ful selection and rational control of personnel. That good 
government depends essentially on competent men to run it, and 
that these men must not only be recruited with care but also in-
sure a high moral standard of execution of the will of the state 
are the principles which have received early recognition and ad-
vocacy in Chinese political history . 
Basing his separation of power on the theory of Montes -
quieu and on the actuality of Chinese history as far as the Exa-
mination and Control powers were concerned, Dr . Sun Yat-sen (1t~ 
~I!'J....) said in his work, San-min chu-i (..::=...l\_,j:~) (1): "If we now 
want to combine the best from China and the best from other coun-
tries and guard against all kinds of abuse in the future, we must 
take the three western governmental pov-rers--the exec~ti ve, legis-
lative, and judicial--add to them the old Chinese powers of Exa-
mination and Censorship and make a finished wall, a quintuple-
power government . Such a government vlill be the most complete 
and the finest in the world, and a state with such a government 
will indeed be of the people, by the people , and for the people ." 
( 2) 
In advocating the restoration, in modified form, of the 
two old Chinese institutions, Dr . Sun also stated in another pa rt 
(1) "The three principles of the pe ople"--the political 
bible of Nationalist China 
(~) Biblio ;raphy 47: pp . 357-58 
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The Beginning of Chinese Civil Service 
It is the belief , based on apocryphal sources , that ci -
vil service in China egan its existence at the time of King 
Shun (~) who is said to have ruled the country from 2255 to 
22C6 B. C. Legend has it that , before his reign , the officials 
of China ' s rulers were charged solely with "matters concerned 
with Heaven" , meaning the observation of seasonal changes and the 
fixing of a calendar . 
- Beginning with Shun , successor of Yao (~) (7) , govern-
mental activities and organization definitely turned to civil 
affairs . ·fuat corresponded to the modern f nctional departments 
made their first appearance . Public works , agriculture , educa-
tion , justice , religion and other matters were grouped under the 
supervision of six ministers (* 11:) . The titles of some of the 
ministers , such as Sze-kung (-.i] ~~) and Sze - tu (~~, were adopted 
by many succeedin0 dynasties . (e) 
As a matter of fact , the origin of China ' s civil service 
is a mere t~adition , having neither documentary proof nor cir-
cumstantial evidence . Fabricated by later generations and idea-
lized to perfection , the reigns of Yao and Shun were held forth 
particularly by Confucians as models for the emperors of Cathay . 
Centuries of propagation and dogmatic credence made the legends 
seem realities , and down to the present day many continue to think 
that China's systems of kingship and imperial government had their 
roots in the times of those tv.ro rulers . 
(7) Ruling from 2357. to 2258 B. C. 
(e) 3iblio . 3 : chuan 47 , pp . l-5 
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cribe the examination systen of ancient kings, vrere actually '\l'trit-
ten about 4CC or 3CC B. C. (11) 
Convincing evidence on this point is found in tne conclu-
sions o~ Professor Robert H. Pheiffer of Harvard University who 
stated that what the Encyclopaedia Britannica says is correct . 
Professor Pheiffer had male a thorough search f6r material on the 
early history of examinations . (12) 
Furthermore , Professor Kenne th Scott Latourette of Yale 
Universi ty, author of The Chinese: Their Eistory ano Culture ~d 
expert on Far Eastern history, '\·rrote as follows: "The device of a 
bureaucracy recruited through civil service examinations was one 
of the note-worthy inventions of the Chinese ••• ' ' (13). 
Historical Development 
Chinese historical records indicate that the methods of 
recruitment \vere numerous and varied , especially in the beginning . 
Nevertheless, as the imperial constitution , national unification , 
social democratization, and the Confucian i deal of gove rnment by 
philosophers became .. nore and more firmly established , the system 
of reco~endation and examination, laying emphasis on moral excel-
lence , was first instituted as far back as 165 B. C. under the For-
mer Han {f}.F~ dynasty . ( 14) To be sure , a complete system of what 
we understand to be civil service examinations \'las not worked out 
then , but its foundation was solidly laid , ready for the elaborate 
(11) ( 1'2) 
( 13) 
(14 
Biblio . 
Biblio . 
Biblio . 
Biblio . 
35: v . 3 , pt . 2, 
4C: v . 7 , no . 4 , 
34: pt . '2 , p . '23 
9: pp . 34-43 
50 
p . 69 
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structure to be raised . 
Thereafter , examinations both oral and written were occas -
sionally used and gradually improved . Although the me thod of exa -
mination varied fro m one dynasty to another , the examinations 
themselves as a system were inaugurated in the Sui < r~ ) dynasty 
( 589-618 A. D. ) 
Beginning with the Tan ~ ) dynasty ( 619 A. D. ) , the sys -
tern of preparin and selectinG civilians was firmly founded . IAny 
degrees or titles ivere then conferred up on successful candidates 
of different classes . During the Sung (~ ) dynasty (1C71 A. D. ) , 
under the influence of the Orthodox school , Confucian canons became 
the ma jor subject of the examination , and during the Mint; ( .a.~) 
dynasty (1368) , a complete series of three examinations , held 
triennially , was re gulated . The Ching dynasty (1644-1911) followed 
this system closely and made the examination t es t the only means 
of entrance to public life . For many centuries , this competitive 
examina t ion system was continuously conducted with great re gularity 
and ri gidity until its abolition in 19C5 by an i mper ial edict . 
Three Tests and Three Degrees 
The early system of competitive examinations , from 1368 on , 
included three t e sts leading to what roughly corresponds to the 
a cademic degrees of the Occident . The three degrees vrere call ed 
Hsiu - tsai C~;f) (15) , Chu- jen <:f-A) (16) and Chin- shih (~-± ) (17) 
whi ch are said to be equivalent to the B.A., M.A. and Ph . D. degrees 
awarded by the wes tern universities . In addition , there were sub-
(15) l iter ally transla t ed , it means "flowering talent" 
( 16) "promoted man" 
( 17) "achieved scholar" 
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points relating to the policy of the present family, or the 
character and learning of living statesmen; but the conduct of 
their rulers 1-ras no and then alluded to by the candidates . As 
for practical kno\'rledge of administration , the successful candi -
dates \·rere expected to o through a probationary period, a rota-
tion of office and a routine of promotion . 
Strict Regulations 
The examinations usually took place in permanent stalls 
vlhich 1vere erected on a plot of ground in different cities espe-
cially for this purpose . Grooves 1vere made in the wall to admit 
a planz , serving as a table by day and a bed by night . The night 
before the session, aspirants \vere led to the examination hall and 
\vere narrowly examined: their p ock:ets, shoes , robes and ink - stones , 
a~l being searched, lest pre - composed essays or othe r aids to 
corr.position be smug led in . After they had been seated in their 
proper places, the doors , ·rindoHs and other entrances 'ere all 
guarded . 
Each examination consisted of three sessions . It lasted about 
three days , and was conducted under the supervision of the imperial 
examiners . In the na me of the Emperor , the chief examiner or super-
visor called upon the spirits to inspire or disturb t he minds of 
the cand dates accordin to their deserts . As he intoned this prayer, 
many fire-crackers were set off . Thus the examination be an . 
Duri~g the three davs of confinensnt in. the cramped cells , 
a nd until the examination ·v1as over neither exa'Diner nor candidates 
"lere allowed outside communication . o book or written paper \vas 
permitted to be carried u p on any p~rson . Names we1~ sealed and 
lC 
each paper was marked with a cipher copied by an official clerk; 
thus no examiner could discover the possible identity of the can-
didates . Strict regulations . concerning the examination and severe 
punishments for offenders were enacted so as to guarante~ honor , 
spirit and fair play. One cheat in the examination was liable to 
wholesale capital execution of all involved, examiners and candi-
dates alike . Such unhappy incidents actually occur red not once 
but many times . Facing the stern necessity of three days of ut-
most concentration , the candidates' mere physical strain was by no 
means slight, and it was not uncommon for a candidate to die under 
it. ( 22) 
The competition was ~ery keen . Only a small pe rcen~age of 
the contestants at each of the successive examinations achieved the 
, 
coveted degrees . An average of two thousand students competed in 
each district , yet only about one per cent or slightly more was 
selected for the Hsiu-tsai (first degree ). The number of competi-
tors in different provinces ranged from three thousand to seven-
teen thousand; consequently, the quota varied from fifty to one 
hundred persons to be admitted to the degree of Chu-jen (second 
degree). As to the rank of Chin- shih (third degree), the avera e 
ratio of the number of candidates to tha t of those who were sue -
cessful was about fifty to one. Candidates often tried a gain and 
again and occassionally a gr andfather , fathe r and son appeared at 
the same time to compete for the same degree . It was said that 
at one time , out of a list of ninety-nine successful compet.i tors 
for the second degree, sixteen were over forty years of a e, one 
(22) Biblio . 23: p . l82 
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sixty-two, and one eighty-three . But the average age of the whole 
number was over thirty. (23) 
For centuries and centuries, the examination provided an 
impartial and purely intellectual test that each candidate had to 
pass through his own efforts in order to enter the ranks of the 
scholar-officials . In theory, and to a large extent in pra ctice, 
no one even in the nobility was allowed to hold any actual office 
unless he had passed exa~inations and observed the civil service 
restrictions as a common citizen. It offered equal opportunities 
to all members of society , with trifling exceptions. A youth of 
humble stock might , through this system, rise automatically to 
premiership and nobility , while the son of a prince might fail to 
the end of his life . Scholarship and equality of chance played 
together in this big game, permitting no interference from in-
fluence or favor. (24) 
Appointments , Privileges , Honors & Obligations 
After candidates of different stages had been successful 
in their examinations, numerous opportunities were open to them. 
The Hsiu-tsai (say B.A.) found themselves in an advanta-
geous situation : they were provided with a subsidy from the ~overn­
ment to continue their studies wherein learnin was especially re-
quired; they were accorded social rights and invited to share in 
the discussion of local affairs; and they were exempted from pay-
ment of taxes and also from liability to corporal punishment . In 
general , the Hsiu-tsai began to constitute a privileged class to 
which rank accrued many special advantages. Now and then a con-
(23) 23, op. cit.: p .l95 
(24) Ibid: p . 2C8 
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siderable part of the Hsiu-tsai was first assigned to a post at 
which they learned their governmental 'trade', although they were 
not eligible for such posts as that of a hsien (or district) ma-
gistrate . However , residing within the magistrate's area, they 
were outside his jurisdiction. They could not be punished un-
less their degree had first been taken away. 
High privileges were shown to the Chu-jen (say M.A.) and 
even t~ their parents . The proclamation which contained their 
names was pasted upon the governor's office under a salute of 
three guns . On the appointed day , they were entertained with 
elaborate banquets by the high provincial officers and they were 
the objects of flattering attention from the whole city. In ad-
dition , they were each given a certain amount (about twenty 
taels) of silver so tha t they might erect flagpoles over the sate 
of their family residences to inform all passers-by that this 
family had produced a Chu-jen. Thereafter , they might attempt 
the examination for entering the ranks of Chin-shih (say Ph.D.) 
or be appointed to office after meeting tests which were presum-
ably somewhat less exacting . As a whole , most of them did , in 
fact, enter official life in some way or other by attaching them-
selves to high dignitaries , or obtaining employment in some of the 
department s at the capital. 
The successful candidates of the final or the highest 
examinations, Chin-shih, especially those who passed at or near 
the head of the list, were orowned with all distinctions by the 
government as well as by the public--similar to the celebration 
for a president-elect in the modern republic or for the ca rnival 
13 
queen of ancient Rome . The Emperor banqueted them in a very 
distinguished manner and gave them embroidered gowns and official 
caps ,.;i th gilded buttons . The top three scholars were enrolled 
as members of the highest literary institution , Han-lin- yuan 
~t~~~ (25) and the remaining ones were either awarded official 
posts by the 3oard of Civil Service or placed on the list of 
"expectant officials" from which appointments were to be made on 
the first vacancies . 
There were three more distinguished o f lees which seemed 
to be instituted for the employment of the Han-lin scholars , that 
is t he members of the Bureau of History , the commissioners of 
Official Examinations and the Censors . Sometimes the Emperor 
selected them to prepare lrforks for the use of g overnment , or nomi -
nated t h e m for special literary commissions . Since 1ing dynasty , 
it had been accepted usage that only Han- lin schola rs could be -
come prime ministers and that only they might receive posthumous 
titles bearing the character ' wen ' (~) . (26) 
It is admitted that all appointments made by the Emperor 
had to be approved by the Board of Civil Service after a technical 
examination to ascertain whether it conformed to the rules or not . 
ithout t he affixing of the official seal of this board , the im-
perial edict would be void . 
Furthermore , members of one family and close relatives 
were not allowed to work in the same office , especially as chief 
and subordinates . Nobody c ould serve his native district or pro-
(25) called by different forei gn writers : the .Imperial 
Academy , the National Academy , or the College of 
Literat ure 
(26) meaning " mer of letters " 
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vince as a government official. Brothers and sone of high offi-
cials could not start their official careers, while the senior 
members were in actual service unless by special permission. 
All such arbitrary regulations in the civil service helped to 
uphold the democratic spirit against corruption and injustice. 
(27) 
Classification, Remuneration & Service Rating 
In Imperial China,public servants ranged from junior 
clerks to the Prime Minister , divided into about ten ranks which 
were titled by the weight of grains due each of them as annual 
remuneration. Of course, in addition to grain , the officials 
also received a certain amount of cash. As a whole, the salary 
scale was very low. An average peasant family reaped about thirty 
to fifty piculs a year , and its life was miserable. If we com-
pare the income of a peasant family with that of a Minister , the 
latter received only about ten times as much. Since his mode of 
life was considerably higher than that of peasants , the ten-fold 
excess could not have been an extremely comfortable margin . But, 
these low salaries generally did not indicate actual income. In 
some cases the income received was much less. Being a privilege 
instead of a right, official compensation was always subject to 
cuts or discounts depending upon the anger or pleasure of the 
Emperor or the size of the national treasury. 
Furthermore , the classification of officials implied not 
only salary differences , but also differences in the prestige 
enjoyed by holders of each rank. Different classes of officials 
(27) ?3, op. cit.: pp.235-47 
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• vrore different costumes and rode in different carriages. In cer-
tain cases, the difference indicated duties ; V<rhile in others , it 
denoted variant degrees of dignity. However , the hierarchy did 
not consist of rigid and incommunicable strate . (28) 
In regard to rating, one of t he most remarkable features 
was the numerous and frequent reports and accounts \·Thich subor-
dinates had to render to their superiors at regular intervals--
as a rule, daily, tri-monthly, monthly and annually . Particularly 
at the end of a year, most departi!lent heads \-rere required to make 
reports to superiors and to study reports from subordinates. 
Every three years, a general inspection was ordered of the work-
results of the officials and occassionally there were special 
envoys from the Emperor who visited various districts and noted 
the conditions of their administration for report to the central 
government. 
The organs in charge of rating and other personnel mat-
ters were many . In each 'yamen ' ~.fj"P~) (29) in the local or cen-
tral government , there vms a peronnel bureau to manage the per -
sonnel intramurally, and another one to control the work of subor-
dinate units under the yamen's jurisdiction . The latter control 
was exercised by means of annual reports submitted by the subor-
dinate units and by interviews with their re presentatives who 
brought the reports. County authorities were required to report 
to their commandery governments . 
(2 8 ) Biblio. 20: pp .l75-6 
(29 ) the office or residence (often combined) of any 
official in China , under the imperial system 
prior to 1912 
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As a result of these reports , re1.vards or punishments were 
nominally meted out according to six criteria : skill , capabi lity , 
diligence , integrity , obedience to the law , and wisdom . For the 
reward of meritorious officials , different kinds of honors, en-
couragement and promotions were commonly offered. The punishment 
of disloyal officials , on the other hand , \'TaS effected in the 
form of \varnings , demotions and d ismissals. ( 3C) 
Abolishment 
The examination system was not 1.·1ithout its defe cts, two 
of \vhich are vrorth mentioning . In the first place , the premium 
was put upon memory , and upon ability to write according to the 
standards of an arbitrary literary style , rather than upon ori-
ginality of thought and promise in administrative skill . Further-
more, the examination concentrated on purely verbal matters , and 
could only test the · talent for literature an"~ the pmrer of me -
mory ; in other words , the examination , at its best , could only 
recruit men of letters. Secondly , with the increasing emphasis 
on the examination system and firm establishment of Confucians 
in the bureaucracy , administrative expertness acquired by ex-
perience became ~ore and more lightly treated . Scholars sought 
quicker advancement by passing examinations and becoming offi -
cials at once . Gradually they regarded subalterns as "vulgar -
officials", while the latter despised "scholar-officials" whom 
they regarded as unpractical theorists . 
Toward the end of last century, as a result of contact 
with the Occident , t he Chinese pe ople began to realize that 
( 3C ) 2C , op . cit .: pp . 268-3C 
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literary achievements alone did not equip a person for govern-
ment adm~nistration . The trends of the time convinced them that 
the employment of scientific knowledge in western countries was 
ma inly responsible for material advancement and tha t the w~ealth 
and pm'ler of a na tion did not depend upon literature , but on the 
application of scientific methods . ith this realization in 
mind , towards the end of the Manchu regime , the competitive 
examination system, which had been cont.inuously in existence for 
many centuries, was abolished . 
18 

later in this study . 
The·Yuan i s entrusted with the power to conduct civil 
service examinations and to revie appointments , and the power to 
remove administrative offic i als in the central and local govern-
ments . It has also the power to determine , by examination and 
registration , the qual if i cations of te chnical experts for prac-
tice in special i zed professions . As those who are engaged in pro -
fessional and technical work , such ~s doctors , pharmacists, lawyers , 
accountants , architects , engineers , persons engaged in maritime 
professions , etc ., are directly or indirectly concerned with pub -
lic interest and welfare , the Yuan must see that those people in 
practising their respective professions have acquired adequate 
knowledge and ability in order· that they may best render the i r 
respective services to the community . The license for practice 
is issued only after one ' s qualifications have been properly 
examined an1 recorded . 
In respect to the functions of the Yuan , the most strik-
ing feature is its power to determine , by examination and regis -
tration , the qualifications for candidacy to public office , which 
is elective in nature . 
The Commission of Civil Service 
The Co~mission of Civil Service Examination consists of 
a Chairman , a Vice - Chairman , and from eleven to seventeen members , 
all ap ointed by the National Government upon the recommendation 
of the President of the Yuan . The most important function of the 
Commission is to plan and conduct various civil service examina-
tions for recruiting capable and qualified candidates for govern-
20 
mental p osts , central and local. (32) 
The Three Examinations 
Under the Examination Law, promulgated by the National 
Government in 1933, examinations for civil servants are of three 
kinds (33), namely : Ordinary Examinations , Higher Examinations 
and Special Examinations . The first t-vro take place regularly , 
as a rule , bi-annually , but special examinations ~ay be held , 
whenever necessary . 
Classified according to the nature of g overnmental 
works , there are examina t ions for general executive , d iplomatic 
and consular services , educational administrat@rs , financial of-
fleers, police officers , statisticians, judicial officers, audi-
tors and also for administrators in construction works . 
Special examinations are occassionally held to meet the 
demand of certain specific services under central or local govern-
ments. Successful candidates are referred to the Ministry of 
Personnel for re gistration and appoint ment . 
The difference between the Ordinar,y and the Higher Exami -
nations lies in the fact that the former is for tnose civil ser-
vants who belong to the grade of "Delegated Appointment" ( 34) , 
while the latter is for those who belong to a higher grade --the 
so-called "Recommended Appointment,. ( 35) . In the local government, 
those vrho receive a It Recommended Appointment" hold a responsible 
( 32 ) Bibl io. 9: v.l , pp . 497-99 
(33) Biblio. 6: pp . 95-96 
( 34) see 'Classification' 4, p . 35 
(35) see ' Classification ' 3, p . 35 
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position. 
ualifications 
Of special interest in regard to civil service examina-
tions is the method of recruiting. In order to be entitled to 
participate in the examination, the candidates must satisfy the 
Commission on four points: age, health, character, and nationa-
lity .( 36) 
The requirements as to a e are not uniform but vary accord-
ing to class or position . However , as a general rule, the age 
limits are severely restricted, and the recruits for even res-
ponsible posts are selected when young . The limits are arranged 
so that the civil service will receive its recruits directly 
fxom school or university, and a young man or woman contemplating 
a career in the public service must decide while in school or 
university or immediately thereafter if state employment is to be 
chosen. 
In regard to health, character and nationality, the re-
quirements need little comment. Every candidate for the civil 
service is required to satisfy the Commission that he (or she) 
is in good physical condition (usually certified by a doctor) 
and suffers from no disease or infirmity which would interfere 
with the discharge of his (or her) duties. 
The character qualification insures that no person who 
has been deprived of his civil rights, has fraudulently mis-
appropriated public funds, has been punished for accepting bribes 
or guilty of dishonorable conduct, has become addicted to opium 
(36) 6, op. cit.: pp .ll6-25 
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or other narcotics, or has any other criminal record will be 
admitted to the service . 
Furthermore, the candidate must be a natural-born Chinese 
citizen--the child of a person who is or was at the time of 
death a Chinese citizen , and , in a j dition , the Vdnistry of Foreign 
Affairs requires its sta~f to be descended from native Chinese 
fathers, and both father and son must have been born within their 
own country--China . 
However , special qualifications are also required (37) . 
For instance, candidates for the Ordinary Examination ~~st satisfy 
the exa~ination authority with one of the following qualifications, 
besides the general ones mentioned above: 
1) Graduation from a middle school approved by the 
Ministry of Education , 
2) An education received equivalent to that of the 
above-mentioned middle school , 
3) WorK performed as a hired clerk in the govern-
ment for a period of not less than three 
years . 
In respect to Higher Examinations , one of the following 
specific qualifications will suffice (38) : 
1) Graduation from a college or technical school 
of university standing (either in China 
or abroad) approved by the Ministry of 
Education , 
(37) 6 , op . cit . : pp . l26-29 
(38) ibid: pp . l29-31 
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2) An education equivalent to that stated in the 
preceding qualification , 
3) Possession of sufficient technical knowledge 
or writing, which has been anproved by the 
Commission of Civil Service Examination, 
4) Passing an Ordinary Examination for a period 
of four years, or holding a position of 
"Delegated Appointment" , or similar post, 
for not less than three years . 
It seems that school education is the discriminatin3 
factor; yet, there is a remedy for this shortcomin , that is , the 
so-called "bein possessed of an education equivalent" can be 
varified by passing a prelimin~ry qualifying test . For instance, 
the candidate who is confident that he (or she) really possesses 
an education equivalent to a university standing (though not a 
raduate) may sit for the preliminary qualifying test . If suc-
cessful, he \'lould be considered as having an equivalent education 
to a university graduate and is eligible as a candidate for the 
Higher Examination . One's talent and ability, therefore, will 
not , as a result of lack of university training , be handi capped . 
Until 1939 all examinations were divided into three sec-
tions; the first two were open competitive written tests, the 
last oral. Only those who passed the first \'/ere allowed to com-
pete in the second, and those who were successful in the second 
were permitted to participate in the third . The First Higher 
Civil Service Examination , held in 1931 , was an exception , for 
24 
the tv10 ·rritten tests were then taken at the same time . In that 
instance , those \>rho had been successful in the first section but 
failed in the second vrer-e permitted to join the second section 
of the next examination held tro years later . The same condition 
applied to those who had been successful in the. second section 
but failed in the oral . ( 39) 
Subject M3. tters 
Under the National Government , the written examination 
has consistently adhered to the principle that ordinary candidates 
should be tested fundaoentally in liberal studies not necessarily 
connected with the kind of worlc they may perform in government 
offices . The Co~mission , believing that the reasonable examina -
tions should indicate the candidates ' grasp of some of the princi -
pal field s of hu~an knowledge and not simply proficiency in a 
specialized subject , has tried by every possible rreans to deter -
mine whether their interest is fortified vii th real knm'lledge and 
understanding or just supported by ~omentary fancy and superfi -
cial information . Consequently , the exaMinations were designed 
so that school or university education prepared the young oan or 
woman for them , and a good - scholasti c record almost invariably 
secures a candidate a creditable mark on the civil service exa -
mination . 
The subject matter of the exaninations differs categori -
cally ( 4C ): 
?or Ordinary Examinations , the written part includes a 
• 
( 39 ) Biblio . 14 : pp . l61 - 5 
( 4C) Biblic . 4 : v . l , pp .l22 - 32 
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Chinese essay, questions on Sun Yat -sen's works, questions on 
history and geography (both Chinese and world), questions either 
on contemporary political , social and economical subjects or on 
the general principles , me t hods and auplication of . s~cience; 
while the oral part deals only with those questions on a special 
topic in which a candidate has majored or those concerning the 
technical points of a certain post which one is seeking. 
The questions for Higher Examinations are more or less 
similar in nature , but, in addition, the candidates are expected 
to show a knowledge of political theory and itshistory--political 
theory being understood to mean not only the theory of legislation, 
but also the general history of the state and its connection with 
kindred studies such as ethics, psycholo gy , jurisprudence, public 
and 
international lawAeconomics. 
Questions in the Special Examination are usually worked 
out accordin to the nature of the examination but in the same 
way. 
As a whole, the questions are sufficiently difficult. 
Men or women after taking their university degrees frequently re-
quire a year to prepare for the examination. However , this pre-
paration is deemed desirable , for besides preparing the candidate 
for the examination, it provides him mttefi with much useful informa-
tion. 
Other Methods of Recruitment 
·In addition to the written examination with an oral test, 
some officials have been selected by competitive interviews. This 
method is applied to professional and technical personnel of the 
2~ 
following five categories (41) which should , according to the 
law promul gated by the Nati onal Gove rnment on September 24 , 
1942, receive government certificates : 
1) Lawyers and accountants , 
2) Agricultural, industrial and mining tech-
nicians , 
3 ) Doctors , pharmacists t dentists, veteri-
narians , mid\'lives , nurses , and assis-
tant pharmacists , 
4) Maritime and river navigators, steamship 
pilots and plane pi lots, 
5) Other professional and technical men and 
women vrho , according to la'l'l, should 
have governftment certificates . 
Since the above mentioned are all professional people of 
usually more mature a ge than the ordinary recruits, the genera l 
educational examinations would hardly be a fair test for the m and 
would not reveal their special abilities for discharging the re-
quired duties . For this reason, the specialists 'jskill is des ired 
in their case, and their professional credentials take the place 
of the l'lri tten examinations . 
The board which t akes care of these written examinations 
or oral interviews usually consists of high administrative off i-
it 
cials, autho~ative professors, outstanding scientists, famous 
write rs and professional civil servants, vlith whom a Civil Service 
Commissioner and a ~Bmber from the Control Yuan also sit . Eminent 
(41) 6, op . cit .: pp . l45 - 7 
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doctors or lawyers in private practice frequently participate 
when one of their profession is being chosen . 
There aresltill two othe r general methods of PeePttitd::ft~ 
recruitment: One is nomination by a department head . When no 
special test of ability is required the certificate of the Com-
mission is issued after the age , health, character and nationality 
of the person have been found acceptable . Temporary workers are 
frequently given permanent status in this manner . The other is 
one which differs from limited competition only in the fact that 
candidates must obtain formal permission of a high official to 
take the written examination or the required interview . 
One provision of the law which is worthy of special men-
tion is this: once a civil servant is qualified to take any kind 
of the said examinations, he (or she) can leave his post with 
regular pay, have priority to get transportation facilities and 
his travelling expenses are shared by the government (42) . 
The Ministry of Personnel 
The ~nistry of Personnel (43) deals with such matters as: 
educational training , allocation of successful candidates, review 
of a ppointments, classification of ranks and salaries, examina-
tion .o f merits, distribution of superannuation and other general 
affairs . 
The Ministry is headed by a Minister , a Political Vice-
Minister, and an Administrative Vice-Minister, all appointed by 
the National Government on the recommendation of the President of 
the Examination Yuan . 
( 42 ) 4 , op • c it • : v .1 , p .13 3- 4 
(43) 9, op. cit . : v . 4 , p . 5689 
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Trainin Before Entrance 
As government administration developed and as the safety 
of the citizens became dependent upon the kno-vlled e and action 
of the experts, the idea of trainin received considerable pro-
minence in China . Top governmental authorities have already 
realized that although there is a place for the professional as 
well as for the amateur, and although the relationship , the ad-
justments, and the contacts between the professional and the ama -
teur constitute some of the most important and difficult problems 
of public administration , to deny that government administration 
is not dependent upon the specialist is folly . 
From this point of view , a na~ional conference (44) on 
the general subJect of practical training for public service 'I'TaS 
held in Chungkin in 1938 under the auspices of the Ministry of 
Education . Since then , there has been a cooperation link between 
several universities and the government in the nature of training 
public servants . 
official bond . 
This lin.l{, ho'l'rever , was not cemented by any 
It is uite informal and unofficial . Several col-
leges and universities have established courses, such as, public 
health , diplomatic servi ce , etc. with a vie1v towards training 
their graduates for certain branches of the government service . 
In August of 1939, the system of Higher Examinations was 
altered . It vTas required that successful candidates of the preli-
minary test should undergo proper training for a period of three 
months at the Central Political Institute which has been reputed 
for its strictness in the selection of students and its high 
(44) Biblio . 19: pp .l78-82 
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standard of education. After the training, a final test was to 
be held. Successful candidates for this test were to be allocated 
to governmental positions . Again, in April of 1940, as a result 
of revision of regulations formulated by the Commission for Civil 1 
Service Examinations and approved by the Suprece National Defence 
. 
Council, the Ordinary Examination , following the precedent of the 
' Higher Examination , was set for two tests. Successful candidates 
of the preliminary test ,.,ere also to be trained at the above men-
tioned Institute for one month . In August of 1942, the regula-
tions governing the Higher Exa~ination were further revised, where -
by the period of training is to range from three months to one 
year. ( 45) 
Training After Entrance 
In collaboration with the Examination Yuan , another train-
ing center called the Central Training Corps (46) was formally 
established in Chungking following the national conference of 
education in 1938 . From 1938 to 1945, more than 83 ,566 government 
officials (47) ranging from Section Chiefs to Provincial Cornmis-
sioners throughout the whole country \'rere trained. This training 
was educational as well as political in nature and each period of 
training lasted only one month . The courses dealt mostly with 
wti:ih government administration and world politics .. Ninety-nine 
percent of the lecturers vmre either outstanding scholars or 
high governmental officials. At the end of the training period , 
every candidate had to write a detailed report on the knowledge 
(45) 4, op. cit.: v.2, pp . l8C-86 
(46 ) Biblio. 5: pp .59-61 
(47) ibid.: p .68 
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he had gained from the course and h i s impressions of the training . 
This report , together with his daily n otes (regarding class work) 
and personal records (pertaining to ability and conduct filed by 
Corp officer) , were finally transferred to the ~nistry for future 
promotional purposes . The government was wholly responsible for 
all the candidates ' travelling and living expenses . vfuatever the 
motive or aim of the Government, there was every reason to believe 
that this training did work out very satisfactorily . 
There are still two other innovations in connection with 
the training policy after entrance in the Chinese civil service 
which warrant special attention . The first relates to further 
educat ion of civil servants either in the country or abroad, and 
the second to the engagement of the government employees them -
selves in conducting courses . (48) 
A. Further Education of Civil Servants 
The Civil Service Code of 1943 stipulates that civil ser-
vants who meet the following requirements are eligible for selec -
tion to pursue further stftudies or to make technical investigations 
within the country: 
1) Meritorious service record , 
2) Profound knowledge in a special field , 
3) Excellect conduct , 
4) Good health , 
5) Rank of a "Selected Appointment" (49), a 
"Recommended Appointment", or the top 
(48) 4 , op . cit .: v . 2 , pp . 25C-54 
(49) see •classification • (2) p . 34 
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grade of a 11 Delegated Appointment" in 
rank, 
6) Completio_n of at least five years in the 
same department , 
7) Three grades of "Excellentn in the perio-
dical exami nat ions of service within 
the pas t five years. 
Still two more qualifications are required for those who 
are to be sent abroad . T~ey are: 
1) Graduation fro m a colle ge or university 
a pproved by the Ministry of Education, 
or having passed a Higher Examination, 
and 
2) Thorough acquaintance with a foreign lan-
guage. 
The period for this kind of advancement in research or 
investigation ranges from one to t 1vo years or even more, depend-
ing upon t he qualified candidates' achieve ment during their course 
of / mission. In addition t o regular pay, t h ey are afforded neces-
sary fees and trave l ling expenses by the government. However, 
t hey have also the following obligations: 
1) After having finished their studies or in-
vestigations, they are subject to re-
turn to their original posts and . remain 
for another three years 
2) They are required to write a re port every 
six months to their own department head 
stating what they have done and what they 
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3) Recommended Appointment: Junior Secretaries 
and Chiefs of Sections of various Minis-
tries and Commissions in the Central 
Government and Magistrates of the Dis -
trict Governments , 
4) Delegated Appointment: The clerical staffs. 
Special Appointme nts are not included in the civil ser-
vice, not subject to the protection and regulations governing the 
service but held directly from the State Council, the top autho-
rity of the National Government. 
Salary Determination 
Salaries and remuneration (54) of various officials are 
prescribed according to re gulations promulgated in September , 
1933 and revised in November , 1946 by the National Government . 
Every grade , with the exception of the first class (Special 
Appointment), carrie s a minimum and maximum salary, and the public 
servant who enters the service at the minimum pay , by virtue of 
seniority and meritorious service , rises to the maximum salary. 
Payrolls or accounts for salaries or compensation must 
bear the certificate of the Ministry . The object is to make cer-
tain that appointments, titles, transfers, qualifications and 
assignment of duties are consistent with civil service rules and 
re gulations. 
(54) 4, op . cit.: v.2, pp .l83 -4 
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The salary grades are as foll ows: 
Class Grade 
Special Appointment 
Selected Appointment 1 
2 
3 
4 
Recommended Appoint -
5 
6 
7 
e 
ment 1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
Delegated Appointment 1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
Salary Classifica t ion 
(Chinese currency) 
~soc . co--monthly 
62C . CO 
640 . CC 
6CC . CC 
56C . CO 
52C . CO 
49C . CC 
46C . CC 
43C . CO 
~4CC . CC 
380 . CC 
36C . CC 
34C . CC 
32C . CO 
3CC . CO 
28C . CO 
26C . CC 
24C . CC 
22C . CC 
2CC . CO 
18C . CC 
~2CC . CC 
18C . CO 
160 . CC 
14C . CO 
13C . CC 
12C . CO 
llC . CC 
lCC . CC 
9c . co 
85 . CO 
ec . cc 
75 . CC 
7C . CC 
65 . CO 
6C . CC 
55 . CC 
!finisters , etc . 
Vice-Ministers , 
Councillors , 
Directors , 
etc . 
Junior Sec re -
taries , Chiefs 
etc . 
Clerical staffs 
During the iar , the whole matter of remuneration was in a 
muddle . The pre-war rates could not be reverted to , since the 
cost of livin was still soaring far above the level of 1937~ the 
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Hours and Leaves 
Hours of work for civil servants are checked by attendance 
books in each office which every one must sign. Every permanent 
civil servant is re quired t o be on duty eight hours a day and 
six days a w~ek , so me time s with a half holiday on alternate Satur-
days if the state of business allows it. An hour is regularly 
allowed as a lunch period. The eight-hour day, however, is the 
minimum period of service, and practically all civil servants 
are required to spend more time than this at their duties with no 
additional compensation for overtime . Time in exce ss of forty-
eight hours a week is paid for in the case of writing assistants 
and junior clerical staff s. Among the highe r officials the stated 
working day has little significance, since they frequently stay 
at their desks beyond the normal closing hour and even carry work 
home with them . There · was lit t le discussion among the civil ser-
vants even when they were advised of an increase of four hours 
in attendance on Sunday mornings during the War . 
Every civil servant is allowed an annual lea ve with pay 
varyin according to his years of service plus record of effi-
ciency, and , to s ome extent, according to one's rank. The direct 
boss makes the final decision on this basis. The following 
schedule of leaves (5-8) is in effect for all civil servants, per-
manent officials and temporary employees alike: 
After 1 year . . . . . 2-3 weeks 
After 2 years . . . . 4-5 weeks 
after 10 years . . . . 6-7 weeks 
(58 ) 4, op. cit.: v .l, pp . 55-56 
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protest and a chance to improve . \ihenever any question of exa-
mination of merit arises , the appeal cf an aggrieved civil ser-
vant may reach the department head who may order a rehearing by 
the committee to insure fairness against personal discrimination 
to the employee . (61) 
According to the Law and Regulations , the standard for 
rating is based upon three factors : work , personality and know-
ledge which are further divided into sub-headings (62) as fow-
lows: 
1. Work : 
a . Planning and organizing work 
b . Directing subordinates (influence on fellow 
' employees for team work and loyal co-
operation) 
c . Quantity (volume of output , speed , produc-
tive overtime) 
d . uality (thoroughne r s , accuracy , orderliness) 
e . Improvements (in technique or in organization) 
~ . Personality: 
a . Force of character (appearance , courtesy , 
tact , willingness) 
b . Official conduct (zeal , responsibility, justi-
fication , obedience) 
c. Dis~iplinary and negative side of employment 
(61) 6, op . cit .: p . 351 
(6~) 4, op . cit . : v . 2 , p . ~2C 
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3 . Knowledge: 
(lateness, absence without leave, tard ine s s, 
insubordinat ion, misuse 'of public property, 
false accusation, falisfica t ion of records 
or reports) 
a. Inborn wisdom (intelli gence, ingenuity, resource-
fulness, i ma ginat i on) 
b. Constructive ability (initiative, judgme nt, sys-
te m) 
c. Sch olarship (genera l knowledge, co mmon sense, pro-
fe s sional experience) 
A definite number of marks is assigned for each of these 
qualities (63). The first ite m "work" counts fifty percent, and 
the other two--"personality" a nd "knowledge", twenty-five each. 
Anyone whose rate is a bove 8 C wi l l be ranked in the first 
group--"excellent"; aboeve 7C, in the second--"above average"; 
above 60, in the third--" standard" (average); above 50, in the 
fourth--"below average"; and below 5C, in the fifth--"poor". 
Those who belong to the first group will promoted (1-2 grades); 
t he second promoted (1 grade) or rewarded (yearly i ncrement--
~lO.CO to 3C.CC); the third not affected; the fourth de moted 
(1-2 grades for six months) or transferred (1-4 grades lower than 
the original post); and the fifth discha r ged from off ice. 
Promotion, Demotion, Transfer & Dis missal 
It should be stated that promotion refers to advance ment 
from grade to grade within a class or fro m the top grade of one 
(63) 4, op. cit.: v.2, p.2C9 
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class to the lowest grade of another and not to the granting of 
annual increments within a scale . Within all classes and grades 
there are scales of pay along which the civil se r vant advances 
by annual increments . Each advance is granted only after certi-
fica t ion by the officer ' s immediate superior and the head of the 
department . In addition , at certa in places on tpe scale there 
are efficiency bars beyond which the officer can~ot proceed with -
out special certification to the effect that he (or she) is cap-
able or performing the highest duties of his (or her) class or 
grade . 
As a rule , promotions are strictly within a department . 
There are , however , three exceptions : (1) higher posts of a de-
partment , a ministry or a board; (2) when no suitable candidate 
is available within a department , a ministry or a board where 
vacancy occurs ; (3) c reation of a new branch or expansion of an 
existing branch . In such cases the Ministry undertakes to survey 
the entire service for deserving offi cers . Certainly the whole 
service is s canned in the selection of such permanent heads . 
Demotion is of two kinsds , namely , demotion in rank whi ch 
would still have the incumbent in office but entitle him to a 
lower salary and demotion in post which would transfer him to an 
appointment of a lower rank and post . The rank , in the former 
case , might be decreased from one to two grades lower than the one 
the demoted incumbent had held , while the transfer might be made 
to an office (usually within the same institution) as many as 
three or four grades lower than his original one . 
The problem of special transfer is akin to the proble m of 
promotion . Because the f ormer affe c ts great er ability in the 
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service and creates greater opportunities for adaptation, the 
governing regulations are very strict. The Rules of 1945 which 
include only five categories of the following higher officials 
which are liable to be transferred (64): 
1) "Selected Appointment''-ranked officials of' Central 
Government, 
2) CoDmissioners, Councillors or other "Selected Appoint-
ment"-ranked off icials of Provincial Government , 
3) Heads of Bureaus or other "Selected Appointment"-
officials of ~llnicipal Government, 
4) !~gistrates , 
5) Provincial Mayors . 
In addition to the above mentioned qualific 1tions, there are also 
several other restrictions, such as: 
1) Prohibition of special transfers from one independent 
institution prior to a three year period of' ser-
vice·, 
2) Prohibiti on of special transfers at an increased rate 
of compensation for employees paid under lump sum 
appropriation, 
3) Prohibition of any increase in compensation within 
one year after the special transfer. 
There can be no argument against strictness in prohibit-
in special transfers as stated above because the integrity of the 
competitive service must be protected . 
(64) 4, op. cit.: v.2, pp .l55-58 
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Dismissals occur only in the following five contingencies: 
1) Proved inefficiency , 
2) Gross of f icial misconduct , 
3) Ph:sical or ment a l incapacity , 
4) Criminal conviction , 
5) Abolition of office . 
The first four need no explanation . Dismissal i n the last ins-
tance should take p lace only after all possibilities of transfer 
or of securing vacancie s in the near future have been explored . 
Conse quently , a certain pension might be granted according to one's 
merits and seniority . 
There are also safe guards to protect ~he civil servant 
against unjustified action . Unless misconduct appears to offe r 
grounds for criminal action , a statement of the charge sli s handed 
to the officer ~ and eve r y civil servant has the right of appeal 
to the head of his department when so accused . Department heads 
a r e ~he final seat of authority in all disciplinary cases . 
One thing which should be noted is this : unde r the Law of 
Examination of Merit of 1935 , the number of off icials to be dis -
missed each year shall not be less than two per cent of the total 
number of officials of any inde pendent governmental unit . The 
vacancies thus created will be filled by successful candidates . 
Retirement , Disability & Death Benefits 
The superannuation system is one of the u n ique features 
hich have existed in the Chinese civil service . But , unfortunately, 
because of tradition , this system is still uncommon in the indus-
trial or commercial field . 
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Under the Superannuation Act of 1934 (65), civil servant 
may request retirement under one of the following condi~tions: 
l) after completion of more than 15 years ' service and 
on reaching the age of 6C, 
2) after completion of more than 25 years ' service and 
with a merit orious service record . 
(This is called "voluntary retirement") 
They a r e compelled to retire : 
1) upon reach ing the age of 65 , or 
2) because of ill health . 
(This is called "compulsory retirement") 
The following outline sets forth the main features of the 
present system : 
Eventuality 
A. 1) On compulsory retirement on 
grounds of reaching the a ze 
limit during the first 5 - 15 
years' service 
B. 
2) on compulsory retirement on 
grounds of ill -health 
during the first 5-15 
years ' service 
1) After completion of 15-20 
years' service and at 
least 60 years of age 
(a) on voluntary retire-
ment 
(b) on compulsory re -
tirement 
2) After completion of 2C -25 
years ' service and vTi th a 
meritorious service record 
(a) on voluntary retire-
ment 
(b) on compulsory retire-
ment 
(65) 4, op . cit .: vo . 2 , pp . 274 - 81 
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Benefits 
A pension of one month ' s 
salary for each year 
of service 
Same as above 
An annual pension of 
40 per cent of salary 
for each year of ser-
vice 
5C per cent 
45 per cent 
55 per cent 


ment. For instance , his powers of impeachment and investiga-
tion resemble those of the modern legislator. His power to 
audit government finance is not unlike that of the Comptroller 
of the United States Treasury. Judicially , his authority is 
similar to that of the French Administrative Court and the Ameri -
can Supreme Court . Indeed, there is no function of a Chinese 
Censor which ca~not be found in some branch of modern government 
in one form or another . But the Chinese Censorial or Control 
system is unique in that so many powers are vested in one group 
of officials, independent of all other branches of the government . 
This feature has prevailed from the old dynastic days down to the 
present time . 
Historical Analysis 
Historically , the Censoria~system can be traced back to 
the Chou (jlJ ) dynasty (11 34-256 B . C . ) (67). Its existence and 
development are too long to be surveyed separately. Consequently , 
only a brief resume will be presented in this paper. 
First, this system constituted only a governmental power 
delegated by the Emperor for the supervision of government offi -
cials, both central and local . As the power was delegated by the 
Emperor , he could, at his pleasure , expand or c ontract it . 
Secondly , the censors known as Yen-kwan ("t"t ) ( 68), ap-
pointed by the Emperor, were usually men of high repute and out-
standing attainments in literature and politics . Most of them had 
( 67) 35 , op. cit.: The Canon of Rites , chap . IX, bk . VI 
( 68) meaning "officials having freedom of speech" 
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a keen sense of responsibility, so much so that they were out-
spoken, even attempting to correct the conduct of the Emperor , 
in the event of the latter ' s deviation from righteousness, at 
the risk of being put to death . Chinese history contains many 
instances where censors severely criticized the EmpPror when his 
official performance or personal conduct called for censure . 
It is said that the celebrated Sung (~), who was ap-
pointed commissioner to accompany Lord Macartney (7C), once 
re monstrated with the Emperor Kia-king (Jolt_) (1796-192C) con -
cerning his attachment to play-actors and strong drink which de-
graded him i n the eyes of his people and incapacitated hi m in the 
pe rformance of his duties . The Emperor , highly irritated, sum-
moned Sung, who, upon confessin to the authorship of the Eemorial , 
was asked what punishment he deserved . He answered , "Quartering" . 
The Emperor then asked hi m to select another punishment . 11 Let· 
me be beheaded", Sung replied, and on a third command , he asked 
to be strangled. He was then d ismissed . The next day the Emperor 
appointed him governor of Ili (~f~ ) (71), thus acknowledging his 
rectitude, though unwillin~ to receive his censure . 
Innumerable incidents have been recorded of selfless lo-
yalty to the Empe ror . Another concrete illustration may be given 
(72) , an ~mperor who was going to offer sacrifice in the Ancest-
ral Temple decided to make the trip by water . ccording to rule, 
( 69) 
(7C) 
(71) 
(72) 
Biblio. 41: v . l , p . 431 
the first English ambassador to see the Chinese Emperor 
in Jehol--a province in North -~ast China 
a city in Sinkiang , the weste rnmost province of China, 
bordering Soviet Union 
2C, op . cit .: pp . 3C4- 5 
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however , he should o by land . Therefore , a censor knelt down 
right in front of the Emperor ' s carriage and asked him not to 
board the ship . "If you do not listen to your servant , he will 
cut his throat and soil your 1heels with his blood so that you 
cannot enter the Temple at all ." At such insistence, the Em-
peror had to follow the censor's advice and go by land. 
The Yen- kwan actually voiced public opinion, and even -
tually caused the e limination of undersirable elements in the 
government . Unfortunately , however , there vmre instances in 
which corrupt influential elements def ied censure, and the cen-
sors themse lves were liquidated • 
. Thirdly , censors can be divided into tvTo classe s , the 
Yen-kwan and the Yu - shih (~tf~ (73) . The former served in the 
dual capacity of advisers and critics, while the latter exercised 
extensive powers , including judicial administration . 
It vras not until the Chin (-t) dynasty ( '255 - 2C6 B . C.) 
that the post of censor becarr.e one of the most prominent offices 
of the government ., The censor raru{ed as one of the three chief 
Ministers of state and was entrusted with manifold functions . 
During the in · dynasty (1368-1643) the p ower of Yu - shih 
began to penetrate into administrative , financial , educational 
and military matters . In addition , he had the p ower to censure 
literary worl{ intended for publication a~d even the rov1er to re -
form social customs and conventions which vrere not in co11_forrni ty 
vrith the principle which he thou~;ht should be upheld . Right 
through this dynas ty , there were three seperate governmental powers , 
(73) The Chinese term for Yu - shih , literally translated , does 
not mean a man 11ho censures : ' yu 1 means i mperial; ' shih 1 , 
hisotrian ; and t~e combination, imperial historian . 
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namely, administrative , military and censorial . 
Under the Manchu dynasty (1644-1911),- at the peak of the 
censorial power, these tlrro classes , Yen-kwan and Yu-shLh, .which 
had grown up together , but which were completely independent of 
each other , '"ere finally united under the Tu - cha-yuan (-::tp$f9J 
(74), which possessed even more power than that exercised during 
the Min~ dynasty . This power was almost unlimited in matters 
·concerning administration . It was unnecessary to justify impeach-
ment on legal grounds . In many cases a mere hearsay or rumour 
constituted grounds for impeachment . The Tu-cha-yuan also had 
judicial power , serving as a cburt of appellate jurisdiction . 
I 
It is obvious that the censorial power in olden times became too 
far - reaching , overlapping the administrative as well as the ju-
dicial . There was no other p ower to check the Censorate except 
the Emperor himself . 
To sum up the functions of the censors topically (75) , 
we may say that they were empowered to advise the Emperor , to 
supervise administration , to investigate~he r e cords of officials , 
to impeach off icials , to participate in adjudication , to audit 
government accounts, to criticize and transmit imperi~l decrees 
and memorials to his Majesty , to see that go~ernment works were 
done within the spec ific periods fixed by the Emperor and , last 
but not lea~:?t , to supervise all ceremonies . However, they were 
no t vested with the p ovrer to initiate law ; all they could do wa s 
(74) meaning " c ourt of cont rol" or "office of the Censors" 
(75) 21 , op . cit .: v . l , pp . 375 - 8 
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it is not surprising that many of them did not live up to these 
lofty ideals . One finds many censors prostituting the popular 
will, trafficing in public off ices, and abusing the Emperor 's 
orders . Those who were expected to be saints and statesmen often-
times turned out to be hypocrites and politicians. 
Obligations & Protections 
The of icial relationship in the old Chinese g overn ment 
service, like that in western countries, i'las no t contractual in 
n a ture. It was true that no one could be forced into the govern-
ment service without one's consent, but once the of:icial relation-
ship began, the incumbent h~d to undert~ke all obligations in-
volved in the office , for Hhich there were no correspondin'-' 
riFpts as would insure in the c a se of a contractual relationship . 
In the first place , censors must be truthful . If all 
chare;es in the impeachment v.rere entirely untrue, the impeaching 
censor would be demoted two grade s in his official rank and trans -
ferred to another post . 
Secondly, the most objectional impeachment was the one 
tha t was purposely rna~e either for self benefit , for partisan 
interest, or mal iciously for damaging others . 
birdly, it was equally objectionable for censors to 
receive bribes . Any violation of this rule was punishable with 
either de capitation or exile to the frontiers or milder punish-
ments as the case might warrant . 
Furthermore , there \·Tere several other thin€:,S vrhich they 
must not do . They must not unnecessarily propose chance s in the 
existin& government~l system; they must not interfere with the 
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Emperor's power of appointment; they must not trouble the Emperor 
with minor matters ; they must not make foolish and querulous me-
morials; they must not be partial; they must not memorialize for 
the purpose of pleasing the Emperor, seeking his favor, or avoid-
ing their own duties; they must not repeat memorializing on cases 
with decisions pending or obstinately stick to their own views; 
they must not repeat in their memorials what others had already 
said; they must not publish or pass out confidential information 
concerning impeachments; and, lastly, they must not keep silence 
on what should be said to the throne. (76) 
Howeve r , both as a matter of grace and for the sa~e of 
expediency, the censors were given many privileges which, in the 
course of time, acquired such a permanent charac ter that even the 
emperors could not disregard them at will. (77) 
First of all, they had the privile ~e of holding their 
offices during good behavior. Every three years, their records 
were examined by the grand censors who reported to the Emperor 
the result with comments. ithin the period of three years, 
their good behavior was presumed unless their mistakes --and 
serious mistakes only--were proved to the satisfaction of the 
Emperor who was the sole jud~e in the matter. 
Besides , they had the freedom of speech. Back in 1636 , 
an edict provided that, 'even though vlhat ":hey say be not sub-
stantiated, they shall not be punished ." (7 8 ) In fact, according 
(76) 21, op. cit.: v.l, pp . 38? -4 
(77) ibid.: pp.3B4-5 
(78) Biblio. 15: v.998 
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to tradition , as mentioned before, they were even allowed to 
re p ort on the basis of rumors . 
Moreover , they enjoyed the urotection of secrecy . They 
were allowed to send secret memorials which reached the E~peror 
di rectly in sealed envelopes . 'fue n , in the judgment of the 
Emperor, the memorial had to be referred to the ministers for 
consultation , t he Emperor would have the name of the censor re -
moved before referring it to the ministers . When an edict order-
i ng the investigation of impeached officials was necessary , it 
generally be gan with the phrase , "Somebody has petitioned that •.. " 
Durin the trial the impeaching censor was excused. f ro m f a cing 
the impeached before the Emperor or a tribunal. 
Furthermore , they were exe mp t fro m all c ounter - charges 
and were also exempt from pu n ishment for literary mistakes in 
their memorials . To Westerners , the latter may not see m to be 
very i mportant , but according to tradition in China, a slight 
mistake in wording or in elevatin~ the Emperor ' s name often meant 
the loss of the author ' s position , if not his head . This immunity , 
t he refore , was a protection no less significant than the others . 
Lastly , if there were matters which could not be conveyed 
in writing , the censors might reserve them until t hey were sum-
moned by the Emperor for consultation in person . This, however , 
was not a co mmon practice , but was neverthe l ess permissible ever 
since 1645 (79) . Occassionally , in response to an important or 
(79) 15 , op . cit .: v . 998 
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urgent memorial of a censor, the Emperor ordered that a direct 
interview with the censor. 
A comparison of the protection and obligation of the cen-
sors reveals the fact that in some respects they overlapped each 
other . For instance , they were allowed to report on the basis of 
rumor , while at the same time they vrere obliged to be truthful . 
Between the privilege of reporting rumors and the duty of telli~g 
the truth, there was no boundary line . Only the Emperor could 
decide where one ended and the other began . And let it be stated 
that the emperors themselves were not very consistent . 
Compensation 
The censors, besides the intangible reward of honor , pres-
tige and the satisfaction of being in t he ruling class , also re-
ceived pecuniary compensation vThich \vas regulated, not according 
to their functions and needs , but ac cordins to their official 
rank in the same way as all other officials of the government . In 
addition to their salaries, an allowance vras made for the v-rages 
and food of their office servants . 
When retired , censors miGht as a special favor from the 
Emperor receive a pension which amounted either to their full 
salary or, in some cases, to half salary as His Majesty saw fit . 
There 1tras no general rule soverning the grantine; of pensions . It 
'\vas decided by the Emperor accordillJ! to the merits of the indi-
vidual case . 
Pecuniary grants· were also made after death . If death TtTaS 
due to decease , age or other natural causes, the grant from the 
Emperor \'lOuld not be much . But , if death v-ras incurred in the per -
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formance of official duty , a stone tablet would be erected and 
the p osthumous co mpensation would be larger . The Department of 
Civil Service recommended the amount in accordance with the 
merits of the case . 
If commissioned out for official business , the travel -
ling , lodging , board , and incidental expenses of censors would be 
paid by the gover nme nt alth ough these matters might be entirely 
taken c a re of by the loca l officials . 
They had opportunity to recieive gifts , for there were 
many t i mid or clever g overnment of f icials who , fearin that they 
mi ght be i mpeached by the penetrating "speech officers", resorted 
to sending gifts to censors in exchange for favorable reports . 
The g ifts were called "ic e presents" in the summer and 11 coal 
presents" in t he winter, though actually they were i n the form 
of silver . If these seasons were not frequent enough to meet the 
situa tion , then there would always be enough birthdays and funerals 
of the censors' grandparents , par ents, ch ild ren , and r e latives 
to g ive the favor - seeking off icials a mple opportunity to show 
their courtesy . (eo ) 
Termination 
The censo rs ' te rm of office might be terminated eithe r by 
promoting them to higher ranking positions in the central g overn -
ment or by transferring them to posts outside of t he cap ital . The 
first was a promotion while the se c ond was a sort of punishment . 
According to fixed rule , the promotion and transfer of departmen-
tal censors took p lace once , and of the circuit censors twice a 
( 8 C) 21 , op . cit .: v . l , 389 -93 
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attend to his aged parents or grand- parents . This k i nd of leave 
might last as long as the parents needed assistance , after \vhich 
the censor on leave could return to the capital and become a 
candidate for the off ice he had vacated . In all probability 
he would get another appoint~ent i mmediately after his return . 
The fact that there were opportunities for appointment to other ~es~ 
posts after return from ·leave, often gave rise to abuse . Clever 
censors , dissatisfied with their present positions , often gave 
their parents ' age as an excuse to get leave in the hope that on 
their return they might by hook or crook get better positions . 
(3) Leave might be granted on account of sickness . In 
' 
this case , the grand censors and associate grand censors sent 
their petitions ~irectly to the Emperor . In the case of depart-
mental and circuit censors , petitions \vere rna 1e to the Censorate 
with written testimony fro m the metropolitan officials of their 
respective home provinces certifying the truth of their report 
of sickness . The3r would then be forwarded to the Department of 
Civil Service for transmission to the Emperor . This kind of 
leave was extended to a censor for only six months without relin-
qui shin his office . If he vrere still sick at the end of that 
period, he would be asked to vacate the office in favor of some 
other appoin tee . When he became well again , the office would be 
returned-to him . 
Another form of termination of their official relationship 
was retirement on account of advance d age which rendered them un-
able to perform their duties . The grand censors and associate 
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among the State Councillors by the Central Executive Committee 
of the Kuomintang at the instance of the President of the State , 
to whom they are responsible . Besides the President and the 
Vice-President , the Yuan is composed of a numbe r of members 
(ranging from 29-49) who exercise independently the power of 
impeachment . 
After the promulgation of the New Constitution on Decem-
ber 25, 1947 the Yuan was maoe an even more indepaendent elec -
tion of delegates by provincial and other local assemblies (84) . 
~~mbers may serve a term of six years and are eligible for re-
election . To protect them fro ~ being hampered in the performance 
of their duties , such special safeguards are granted as (1) they 
shall not be held responsible outside of the Yuan for opinions 
they may express and votes the y may cast while discharging their 
duties; (2) without the periDission of the Yuan , they may not be 
arrested or detained except when apprehended in "flagrante 
delicto" . But , in order to prevent inefficiency which might be 
caused by any relationship , t hey are not allowed concurrently to 
hold any other public office or enga e in any business or pro-
fession . 
There are a Secretary-General , a Secretariat and a Coun-
cillor's Office in charge of the routine business of the Yuan . 
The Secretariat is divided into sections taking charge of general 
affairs , docume nts , regulations, archives, investiga t ions , per-
sonnels , statistics and miscellaneous matters . In addition, there 
(84) Biblio . 3C : v.44, no . 2 , pp . l - 3 (Feb ., 1948) 
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are ten investigation officers responsible for the investigation 
of cases . 
Directly under the ~uan is the Ministr' of Audit lith the 
pm·1er of auditing . In the various provinces , Bureaus of Audit 
have been established . Besides , audit off ice s also have been 
set up in a number of special public covernmental institutions 
which o1ned business organi zations . 
For the convenience of supervision , the country was 
divided into sixteen supervisory distric ts, each having a super-
visory conmissioner . 3efore the National Government's retreat 
to Formosa , the sixteen districts were as follows ( 85) : 
Jf ( ),.,. :!t ) 1 . Kiangsu . . . ( ;_:r.. -~) 2 . Hopeh 
3 - Anhwei & . . (-4:--tR.) 4 . Fukien & ( 1{-;j .;;{_ ) 
Kiangsi ( ~.1- \1Jj ) Chekiang ( ;.;t(f =-~ ) 
5 · Hunan & us)] r$:J > 6 . Honan & ( ;:'f ,tJ ) 
Hupeh ( ;.$Ji j l: ) Shantung ( J..\ A( ) 
7 · Yunnan & ~ 1~ 8: • Kvrangtung & . (~ ~ ) Kweichow Kwangsi (~ ~ ) 
9 . Shansi fr ( J..\ ~ ) lC. Szechuan ( f19 Jl/ ) 
Shensi ( ri( ~ ) 
11 . Sinkiang (~iT d I 12 . Sikang ( ~Jf- ) 
13 . Kansu , ( -tt- 11fJ ) 14 . Liaoning , ( -it ·~ ) 
_ inghsia, & ( .~ l- ) Kirin & (r-~~ ) 
Chinghai cJ 4 ) Heilungkiang ( .~:Kl :-:c ) 
15 . Tibet . . . (~;!~() 16 . ·-.onsolia ( f<_ -i- ) 
(ES) 11 , op. cit .: pt . 5 , p . 256 
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pointed by the President of the Yuan to proceed with the inves -
tigation of the case . The investigation may be conducted by the 
supervisory members themselves , or by some other competent g overn -
ment organization . The de c ision as to whether or not an impeachment 
should be instituted is made by the three members c onducting the 
investigation . 
(2) Complaints may be lodged by any-government office 
against any public offic.ial . The President will likewise appoi nt 
three supervisory members to conduct the investigation . To drop 
a case of this nature , a unanimous vote of the three members is 
required . If any one of the three members holds that the a c cused 
should be impeached , impeachment will be instituted . 
(3) Supervisory mem~ers , or supervisory commissioners , 
may individually or colle c tively file a written statement with 
the President setting forth the charges against any public ser-
vant . After receiving the statement , the President will desig-
nate three members of the Yuan other than those who initiated the 
accusation . If endorsed by a majority of the three , the impeach -
ment will stand , and the case will be submitte j to the discipli -
nary authority . If the three members , or a majority of them 
examining the case , arrive at a negative decision, while the one 
or ones initiating the impeachment still maintain the accusation , 
then the case will be r eferred by the President to five other 
members for reconsideration ani their decision will be final . 
It must be admitted that the President , who is only responsible 
for the administrative \'Tork , cannot exercise his pm-rer to inter-
fere with the independent discharge of the duties of the indivi -
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The office which receives the proposal is expected to take ade-
quate measures in due course to remedy the situation . The aim 
of the proposition is to correct all malpractice s and to pre -
vent them , if possible . 
The followin ta±e~ three tables show the statistical 
records of the number of case s in connection with impeachment , 
censure and proposition by the Yuan during the far time . ( 89) 
( 89 ) Biblio. 2: pp . 55 - 57 
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Table III 
Propositions Made by the Yuan 
Classification 1938 1939 194C 1941 1942 1943 1944 1945 Total 
Jan.-
Aug. 
Civil Adminis- 6 7 5 11 18 22 1 5 75 
tration 
Financial 19 19 16 20 59 32 37 2( 232 
Education 2 2 5 5 6 8 6 6 40 
Communications 9 13 2 1 6 9 6 4 5C 
Food Adminis- 5 9 9 5 6 18 5 lC 67 
tration 
Public Health 2 2 1 11 8 lC 34 
Relief 2 16 15 7 28 27 40 5 140 
Reconstruction 1 lC 4 4 5 24 
Taxation 3 4 11 5 23 
Price Control 2 1 1 6 1 1 12 
Opium Suppres- 5 13 1 4 4 7 3 37 
sion 
Police 4 7 1 3 8 7 7 37 
Judicial 1 6 lE 10 15 20 5 lC 85 
Examination 2 2 1 3 8 
Mixce llane ous 7 3 lC 5 1 9 35 
Total 44 1C8 112 78 171 162 124 lCC 899 
Source : Biblio. 2 : P·57 
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Another power of the Yuan is the power to inquire into 
matters hich are of special importance . This power of inquiry 
is of two kinds : first , inquiries of a general nature and secondl y , 
inquiries of a special nature . 
iith re ard to the former , under the Organic Law of the 
Control Yuan , the Yuan may frequently despatch its members to 
provinces to inspect the local administration , famine conditions , 
prison reform , river conservation , suf ering of the people , etc. 
During the time of ffir , the Yuan ordered its Supervisory Commis -
sioners to tour their respective districts vii th a view to conduct -
ing inquiries pertaining to the various activities of the adminis -
tration of the provinc i al and district governments . From time to 
time committees 11ere created by the Yuan to be sent to different 
places to inspect general administration , national spiritual mo-
bilization , conscription , the organization and training of the 
people , hoarding and reserves of supplies , communication and · 
transportation , public s pport of the ar , public security , air 
raid precautions , the m~nagement of wounded soldiers and of re -
fugees , taxation and other imposts on the people , production , 
construction , educat i on and all other matters related to ~ar . In 
short , the Yuan possessed the power to conduct inquiry , if it so 
desires , into any activity of the administration . 
Under special inquiry , investigation is made v1hen special 
agents or commissions are selected by the Yuan to inquire into 
s:recific cases . 
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Auditing 
The Ministry of Audit 
--Organization 
The Yuan exerc ises its power to audit through the Minis -
try of Audit . The l-1inister of Audit , though under the jurisdic-
tion of the Yuan , is an independent o;ficial especially appointed 
by the ational Government upon the recommendation of the Presi -
dent of the Yuan . Under him there are t o Vice - linisters and a 
number of Auditors , Assistant -Auditors and Inspectors . 
Under the ~nistry , there are three divisions : the first 
division is responsible for budget supervis i on ; the second for 
post -audit of accounts and staten~nts submitted by all govern-
ment offices ; and the third for inspection or investigation of 
f i nancial matters of all government offices throughout the 
country . 
Under the jurisdict on of the Ministry , Audit Bureaus 
may be established in various provinces and special municipali -
ties , and charged with the duty of auditing and inspecting the 
ac c ounts f local overnment offices therein . · Before 195C , fif -
teen Audit Bureaus \vere established respe c tively in the f ollowing 
provinces ( 9C ): 
1 . Kiangsu (5-.:t...~ 2 . Che iang (5# i.:I.) 3 . Hupeh uiA ~1::, 
4 . Shensi < r*-~ ' 5 · Honan <~1 ~) 6 . Kwangtung (~t) 
7 • P.unan <~n ~ ) e. Kweich ow (1tH) 9 · Szechuan ( \~ J)l ) 
lC . Fukien (~AJ 11 . Ki angs i (£-:!-~) 12 . Kansu (-~til ) 
. ~ 14 . <·r,-v' ~~!!?) 13 . Anhwei ~j~ Yunnan 15 . Kwangsi 
( 9C) 11 , op . cit .: pt . 5 , pp . 85-87 
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( 91) 
Power & Function 
The power and function of the ni stry are as follows : 
1) To see that all Gove r nment organi zations make 
budgetary estimates of their respe c tive re -
venues and expenditures 
2) To supervise , beforehand , the budgetary esti -
mates and audit accounts submitted by all 
the government organizations 
3) To examine and approve warrants or orders (the 
required-forms) for disbursement 
4) To watch and check illegal or dishonest prac -
tices committed by any government or_·aniza-
tion in connection with financial matters 
In connection with the funct_on of the .~nistry , the 
Public Treasury System should be mentioned . This system was 
created as a result of the promulgation by the ational Government 
of the Public Treasury Law on June 9 , 1938 , and its Procedure on 
June 27 of the follo\'Ting year . Not until October 1 , 1939 did 
the Law and its Procedure actually come into force . 
It must be confessed that prior to the practice of this 
La\'/ and its Procedure , there existed in China inexcusable irre -
ularities in regard to public money , which were due to three ma-
jor causes : 
1) ro budget system was established and , in fact, no 
balanced budget ever adopted 
?) The issue of public money was not strictly gov~rned 
(91) 9 , op . cit .: v . 4 , PP •57ll - 13 
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and district governments . A general description of the practice 
in regard to the Central Government implies the sarr~ practice 
in the various grades of local governments . 
At the start , it must be made clear that a·11 public money 
collected from all sources is known as Consolidated Revenue and 
is deposted in an account , known as the Consolidated Revenue Fund 
Account , at the Central Balli{ of China . There is also a Special 
Trust Account in which public money collected for ~pecific pur -
poses is deposited in the same Bank . No money can be dra~m from 
the Consolidated Revenue Fund Accow1t unless it is appropriated 
according to the Budget~ and the required procedure is a compli-
cated one . A brief description will suffice . 
The controlling a thority of the National Treasury (The 
Ministry of Finance), at the request of the Department nakin 
the requisition, may within the limit of the sum appropriated in 
the Budget , grant the requisition by filling out t~:ro forms or 
warrants for disbursement to be submitted to the controlling 
authority of Audit (The I~nistry of Audit) for counter-~ignature . 
One of these forms is an order from the llinistry of Finance to the 
Central Bank of China for the release of the money which will be 
credited to the account of the Department making the requisition . 
The other is a formal notification to the Department concerned 
that the money has been released . It is obvious that the required 
endorsement by the Ministry of Audit for any disbursement is a 
preventive measure against any unauthorized expenditure . 
It is also notevrorthy that the Department making the re-
quisition must sign a form bearing the private seals and signa-
tures of the Accounting Officer and the Paymaster respectively , 
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and they must not institute impeachment proceedings based on 
partisan interests. 
ationalist China has not abandoned the utility of this 
age -old Censorial institution. rVi th the adoption of Dr . Sun 1 s 
principles, a Control Yuan \'laS orsanized on February 16, 1931 
• 
in its present form . 
Under Organic Law, the Yuan is the highest supervisory 
• 
organ of the ational Government , although it does not possess 
judicial power itself . Its two principal powers are impeachment 
and auditing . It exercises the former through the supervisory 
oembers (ranging from 29 to 49) whose term o·f office is six 
years and who have the same security as that enjoyed by judges . 
In the exercise of the power of impeach~ent , the Yuan 
may make inquiries and examine the files of the government and 
public organs . To facilitate its work, it divided the country 
into sixteen supervisory districts, each headed by a Supervisory 
Commissioner . 
The Yuan exerci,ses its power of auditing through the 
~inistry of Auditing . Before 195C, this Ministry had branches 
in ten provinces and had many auditing offices in the governmen -
tal organs which handle financial cases . 
The power of auditin --both pre-auditing and post - auditin 
--includes supervising the execution of budgets, examining orders 
for receipts and disbursements, auditin final accounts, and in- · 
vestigating illegal and d isloyal behavior in connection with fi-
nancial matters . 
In conclusion, the Examination system and the Control 
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